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•• Brightness and degeneracy parameter.Brightness and degeneracy parameter.
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•• Quantum mechanics sets a Quantum mechanics sets a minimum phase minimum phase 
space volume that a particle can occupyspace volume that a particle can occupy::

In the case of In the case of polarized fermionspolarized fermions, the , the PauliPauli exclusion exclusion 
principle states also that principle states also that not more than one particle can not more than one particle can 

occupy the volume occupy the volume VVEE..
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#
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•• The characteristics of the source strongly depends The characteristics of the source strongly depends 
on the specific application, but for all of them the on the specific application, but for all of them the 

main parameter to be maximized is the brightnessmain parameter to be maximized is the brightness..
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•• Particles inside this elementary volumeParticles inside this elementary volume are indistinguishable or in other are indistinguishable or in other 
words words are in the same coherent stateare in the same coherent state..

•• Electron sources find application in a number of fields, ranginElectron sources find application in a number of fields, ranging from g from 
electron microscopy to high energy physics accelerators. electron microscopy to high energy physics accelerators. 
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δ δ is a convenient quantity for comparing different sources. is a convenient quantity for comparing different sources. 

•• The degeneracy parameters tells you how many particles are in tThe degeneracy parameters tells you how many particles are in the he 
elementary phase space volume, or how efficiently the available elementary phase space volume, or how efficiently the available phase phase 

space is filled.space is filled.

•• For what said before, in the case of For what said before, in the case of polarized electronspolarized electrons ::
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•• By measuring the product of  By measuring the product of  emittancesemittances in in VVEE unitsunits, we , we 
obtain a obtain a dimensionlessdimensionless expression for the expression for the brightnessbrightness

usually referred as the usually referred as the degeneracy parameter degeneracy parameter δδ :: EBV=δ

1≤δ

•• In the case of bosons, In the case of bosons, δδ is not limited and can be very large.is not limited and can be very large.
For example, in the case of a 1 J visible lasers For example, in the case of a 1 J visible lasers δ δ ~10~101818
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How do we loose all of that ?How do we loose all of that ?

Extraction MechanismExtraction Mechanism
Phonon scattering during extraction, ...Phonon scattering during extraction, ...

Coulomb interactionCoulomb interaction
ee----ee-- scattering after extractionscattering after extraction

!!!!!!
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•• In the case of low In the case of low emittanceemittance RFRF photoinjectorsphotoinjectors for for FELFEL and and 
ERLERL applications (~ 1 applications (~ 1 nCnC, 10, 10--66 m m emittanceemittance): ): 

1110−≈δ

•• The highest brightness source presently in The highest brightness source presently in 
operation is a field emission source for electron operation is a field emission source for electron 

microscope applications, where the tip is a carbon microscope applications, where the tip is a carbon 
nanowirenanowire. For this source:. For this source:

510−≈δ

•• Electrons inside a metal cathode before the extraction occupiesElectrons inside a metal cathode before the extraction occupies almost almost 
all available states and thus have degeneracy parameter ~ 1all available states and thus have degeneracy parameter ~ 1
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•• The oven is heated at ~ 500 The oven is heated at ~ 500 ooKK to to 
generate a continuous flux of neutral generate a continuous flux of neutral 

Cs atoms through the pinhole. Cs atoms through the pinhole. 

•• A A neutral Cs atom sourceneutral Cs atom source
composed by an oven with a composed by an oven with a 

pinhole aperture (50pinhole aperture (50 μμm radius). m radius). 

•• Why Cs?Why Cs?
Well known atomic structure, laser Well known atomic structure, laser 

availability, one electron in the outer availability, one electron in the outer 
shell, easy to obtain the required shell, easy to obtain the required 

pressure in the oven, ... .pressure in the oven, ... .
•• K could be used as wellK could be used as well
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•• After excitation a After excitation a waiting waiting 
period of ~ 40 nsperiod of ~ 40 ns allows the eallows the e--

to arrive at the apogee of its to arrive at the apogee of its 
orbit (~ 70 orbit (~ 70 μμm from the nucleus) m from the nucleus) 

with a kinetic energy ~ 0with a kinetic energy ~ 0..

•• Two Two CWCW lasers 852 and 1470 lasers 852 and 1470 
nmnm and one and one pulsed 777 nm, 2.5 pulsed 777 nm, 2.5 

ns ns FWHMFWHM, 3 MHz, 3 MHz reprep--rate rate 
mutually overlap in an mutually overlap in an interaction interaction 

region (region (IRIR) of ~ (10 ) of ~ (10 μμm)m)33..

•• Cs atoms in the Cs atoms in the IRIR can be excited from the can be excited from the ground ground 
level 6Slevel 6S1/21/2 to a high lying to a high lying RydbergRydberg state state nPnP (with (with 

<n> = 800 at ~ 10<n> = 800 at ~ 10--55 eVeV below ionization)below ionization). . 

•• Laser intensities and Cs density are tuned to have Laser intensities and Cs density are tuned to have 
on average on average one single atom excited per cycleone single atom excited per cycle. . 

•• The electron in the The electron in the RydbergRydberg
level has a level has a wavefunctionwavefunction with with 
radial evolution described by radial evolution described by 

a a KeplerKepler--like orbit.like orbit.
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Electrons

After the electron leaves the After the electron leaves the 
gun, gun, a a ““clearingclearing”” pulse is pulse is 
applied to the ionization applied to the ionization 

chamberchamber in order to in order to removeremove
the the residual ionresidual ion before of the before of the 

following laser pulse. following laser pulse. 

~ ns

VI

t

•• After the 40 ns After the 40 ns a short pulsea short pulse
is applied to is applied to ionize the atomionize the atom
and and gives to the egives to the e-- a kinetic a kinetic 

energy of 1energy of 1--100 100 eVeV..

Acceleration Chamber

Device utilizing
the electrons •• The eThe e-- leaves the ionization leaves the ionization 

chamber and enters the chamber and enters the 
acceleration chamber where it acceleration chamber where it 

is accelerated up to the is accelerated up to the 
energy required by the energy required by the 

applicationapplication. . 
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•• CalculationsCalculations showed that showed that 
δδ ~ 0.002~ 0.002 can be obtained can be obtained 
and and δδ ~ 0.6 if the 777 nm is ~ 0.6 if the 777 nm is 
"chirped""chirped" in frequency and in frequency and 
transverse laser coolingtransverse laser cooling of of 
the Cs beam is performed.the Cs beam is performed.

•• The cycle can be repeated The cycle can be repeated 
with a with a 3 MHz rep3 MHz rep--raterate

generating an generating an average average 
current of ~0.5 current of ~0.5 pApA..

Acceleration Chamber

Device utilizing
the electrons •• The scheme allows to The scheme allows to 

eliminate the interaction eliminate the interaction 
between electronsbetween electrons (a single (a single 

electron per cycle is electron per cycle is 
produced) and to produced) and to control the control the 

interaction between the interaction between the 
electron and the ionselectron and the ions (parent (parent 

and residual ones)and residual ones)

M. Zolotorev, et al., Phys. Rev. Letters 98, 184801, (2007). 

~ ns

VI

t
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•• Additionally, the Additionally, the laser frequencies needlaser frequencies need to be stably controlled by to be stably controlled by 
means of means of active feedbackactive feedback systems.systems.

•• In order to achieve the degeneracy parameter performance, all In order to achieve the degeneracy parameter performance, all 
"environmental" variables of the source need to be carefully con"environmental" variables of the source need to be carefully controlled. trolled. 

•• For example, For example, residual magnetic and electric fields must be smaller than residual magnetic and electric fields must be smaller than 
~1 ~1 mGmG and ~0.1 mV/cmand ~0.1 mV/cm respectively and respectively and UHVUHV vacuumvacuum pressures must be pressures must be 

achieved in the gun chamber. achieved in the gun chamber. 

•• In order to develop the techniques necessary to achieve such reIn order to develop the techniques necessary to achieve such results sults 
DEGAS (DEGAS (DEGenarateDEGenarate Advanced Source) a proof of principle source has Advanced Source) a proof of principle source has 

been built at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratorybeen built at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
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•• DEGAS includes the complete set of subsystems required for the DEGAS includes the complete set of subsystems required for the 
described source, does not include the frequency chirp of the 77described source, does not include the frequency chirp of the 777 nm 7 nm 

laser pulse and the transverse laser cooling for the Cs atoms.laser pulse and the transverse laser cooling for the Cs atoms.

Main Chamber withMain Chamber with
8" 8" ConflatConflat Flanges Flanges 

LasersLasers

DEGAS CoreDEGAS Core
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•• The DEGAS core is inside a The DEGAS core is inside a double magnetic shielddouble magnetic shield and includes:and includes:
-- coils for the compensation of the residual magnetic field, coils for the compensation of the residual magnetic field, 

-- photodiodes for measuring the excited Cs atom photodiodes for measuring the excited Cs atom fluorescence,fluorescence,
-- heaters and thermocouples for controlling the temperature of thheaters and thermocouples for controlling the temperature of the various e various 

parts of the source during vacuum baking. parts of the source during vacuum baking. 
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Contacts between Contacts between 
different metals in the different metals in the 

parts inside the parts inside the 
magnetic shield have magnetic shield have 

been carefully avoided been carefully avoided 
in order to not generate in order to not generate 

local voltages and/or local voltages and/or 
currents and thus currents and thus 

undesired stray fields. undesired stray fields. 
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•• The two The two TOFTOF systems are based on microsystems are based on micro--channel plates (channel plates (MCPMCP) from ) from 
PhotonisPhotonis..

•• The systems allow the The systems allow the measurement of the residual electric fieldmeasurement of the residual electric field and of the and of the 
electron beam energy spreadelectron beam energy spread..

•• The eThe e-- arrival time at the arrival time at the 
MCPsMCPs measured respect to measured respect to 
the pulsed laser trigger is the pulsed laser trigger is 
measured and measured and digitiseddigitised by by 

time to digital converter time to digital converter 
boards.boards.

•• The result is acquired by a The result is acquired by a 
computer through a digital computer through a digital 

PCIPCI I/O board (National I/O board (National 
Instruments). Instruments). 

•• The overall The overall time time 
resolution of the resolution of the TOFTOF

system is ~ 130 system is ~ 130 psps FWHMFWHM..

MCPMCP

Ionization chamber electrodesIonization chamber electrodes
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•• The total amount of Cs contained in the The total amount of Cs contained in the 
dispensers is sufficient for many days of dispensers is sufficient for many days of 

operation. operation. 

•• The oven is placed outside the magnetic The oven is placed outside the magnetic 
shield and its shield and its walls are heatedwalls are heated by means of by means of 
filaments arranged in a way that creates a filaments arranged in a way that creates a 

temperature gradienttemperature gradient along the oven keeping along the oven keeping 
the the pinhole area warmerpinhole area warmer for for avoiding Cs avoiding Cs 

condensationcondensation on that area. on that area. 

•• Three thermocouples allow monitoring the Three thermocouples allow monitoring the 
temperature in the different parts of the oven temperature in the different parts of the oven 

in order to control the Cs pressure in the oven in order to control the Cs pressure in the oven 
and thus the and thus the density of the neutral Cs beam density of the neutral Cs beam 

released through the pinholereleased through the pinhole. . 
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•• The Cs inside the oven is contained in dispensers that can be eThe Cs inside the oven is contained in dispensers that can be electrically lectrically 
heated to evaporate the Cs that then condenses on the internal wheated to evaporate the Cs that then condenses on the internal walls of the alls of the 

oven. oven. 

CSCS
dispensersdispensers

HeaterHeater

PinholePinhole
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•• The figure shows the schematics of the 852 nm laser frequency fThe figure shows the schematics of the 852 nm laser frequency feedback.eedback.
•• A similar system is used for the stabilization of the 1470 nm lA similar system is used for the stabilization of the 1470 nm laser. aser. 

•• The frequency for the pulsed 777 nm laser is set using the The frequency for the pulsed 777 nm laser is set using the TOFTOF results.results.

•• The The linearly polarized linearly polarized 
852 nm beam852 nm beam from a from a 

diode laser (diode laser (SacherSacher) is ) is 
split in two partssplit in two parts::

-- one goes one goes to the DEGAS to the DEGAS 
chamberchamber

-- the other is sent through the other is sent through 
a a Cs cellCs cell and is reflected and is reflected 
back through the same back through the same 

cell by a mirror. cell by a mirror. 
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•• A A sinusoidal signalsinusoidal signal is is 
applied to one of the coil applied to one of the coil 

sets to generate a sets to generate a 
magnetic field of few magnetic field of few 

tens of tens of mGmG and ~ 100 Hzand ~ 100 Hz
frequency. frequency. 

•• The other set of coils The other set of coils 
can be powered with a can be powered with a 
DC currentDC current and used to and used to 
nullify residual fieldsnullify residual fields in in 

the cell. the cell. 

•• The cell is enclosed in a magnetic shield that contains The cell is enclosed in a magnetic shield that contains two couples of coilstwo couples of coils
that generates a that generates a magnetic field parallel to the photon beammagnetic field parallel to the photon beam path. path. 
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•• The The signal from the signal from the 
photodiodephotodiode is then is then 

amplified, amplified, digitised and digitised and 
analysed by a lockanalysed by a lock--in in 
amplifieramplifier developed in developed in 

LabViewLabView and running on a and running on a 
PC computer. PC computer. 

•• The The signal component at signal component at 
the modulating magnetic the modulating magnetic 

field frequencyfield frequency is then is then 
extracted, extracted, sent to a sent to a DACDAC

and and to the frequency to the frequency 
control of the lasercontrol of the laser (a (a piezopiezo--

actuator that controls the actuator that controls the 
position of one the laser position of one the laser 

cavity mirrors). cavity mirrors). 

•• After the cell, the reflected beam is sent to a After the cell, the reflected beam is sent to a polarimeterpolarimeter systemsystem composed composed 
by a quarter wave plate, a by a quarter wave plate, a polarizerpolarizer and a photodiode. and a photodiode. 
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•• The The interaction between the interaction between the 
electron and the magnetic field of electron and the magnetic field of 
the nucleusthe nucleus generates a hyperfine generates a hyperfine 

structure on the Cs levels that structure on the Cs levels that 
shows as a set of shows as a set of local peakslocal peaks in the in the 

transmission curvetransmission curve
(some of the peaks are also due to (some of the peaks are also due to 

the excitation of atoms with the excitation of atoms with 
different group velocity). different group velocity). 
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•• For the DEGAS operation, the For the DEGAS operation, the 
laser must be tuned on the peak laser must be tuned on the peak 

indicated by the arrowindicated by the arrow
(6S1/2 F=4 to 6P3/2 F=5, 0 group velocity)(6S1/2 F=4 to 6P3/2 F=5, 0 group velocity)

•• If If no magnetic fieldno magnetic field is applied to the cell and the is applied to the cell and the laser frequency is scanned laser frequency is scanned 
around the 6Saround the 6S1/21/2 to 6Pto 6P3/23/2 transitiontransition, part of the , part of the photons are absorbedphotons are absorbed by the by the 
Cs atoms in the cell and the photodiode signal will show a Cs atoms in the cell and the photodiode signal will show a depletion with depletion with 

width determined by the Doppler shiftwidth determined by the Doppler shift due to the thermal velocity distribution due to the thermal velocity distribution 
of the Cs atoms in the cell.of the Cs atoms in the cell.

DopplerDoppler--free Cs Spectroscopyfree Cs Spectroscopy
from 6Sfrom 6S1/21/2 F = 4 to 6PF = 4 to 6P3/23/2 F=3, 4, 5F=3, 4, 5
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FrequencyFrequency

~ 300 MHz
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11stst harmonicharmonic
((ellipticityellipticity))
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•• Tuning the Tuning the frequency on the resonancefrequency on the resonance with the with the 
sinusoidal magnetic field onsinusoidal magnetic field on, the laser beam , the laser beam 

experiences a polarization rotation induced by the experiences a polarization rotation induced by the 
nonlinearnonlinear Faraday rotation Faraday rotation due to the Cs resonancedue to the Cs resonance..

•• The rotation, modulated at the same frequency of the magnetic fThe rotation, modulated at the same frequency of the magnetic field, is ield, is 
detected in the detected in the polarimeterpolarimeter and its first harmonics is extracted by the and its first harmonics is extracted by the 

numerical locknumerical lock--in. in. 
•• The The λλ/4 plate allows measuring the effect in terms of /4 plate allows measuring the effect in terms of polarization polarization ellipticityellipticity. . 

•• The The ellipticityellipticity signal shows a sharp signal shows a sharp 
derivative at the atom resonancederivative at the atom resonance. . 
This signalThis signal is used for driving the is used for driving the 

frequency control of the laserfrequency control of the laser. . 
•• A A frequency stability of ~10frequency stability of ~10--88 is is 

routinely achieved.routinely achieved.
•• No laser frequency modulation is No laser frequency modulation is 

required in this scheme.required in this scheme.

PolarimeterPolarimeter OutOut

TransmissionTransmission

6S1/2 F=4       6P3/2 F=5 
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LabViewLabView on a on a 
PC platformPC platform
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•• Cs oven fully Cs oven fully 
testedtested..

•• Observed Cs Observed Cs 
fluorescencefluorescence

with the with the 
internal internal 

photodiodes photodiodes 
due to the 852 due to the 852 
and 1470 nm and 1470 nm 

combined combined 
excitationexcitation
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The The TOFTOF systems have systems have 
been fully tested and been fully tested and 

calibrated by means of calibrated by means of 
cosmic rays and by a cosmic rays and by a 
thermionicthermionic electron electron 
source placed at the source placed at the 

DEGAS DEGAS IRIR temporarilytemporarily
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•• The successful construction of such a source would allow for The successful construction of such a source would allow for revolutionary revolutionary 
applicationsapplications in fields such in fields such electron microscopyelectron microscopy, , inverse photoinverse photo--emissionemission, , 

precision lowprecision low--energy electron scattering experimentsenergy electron scattering experiments, and because of the full , and because of the full 
coherence in coherence in electron holographyelectron holography..
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•• In summary In summary all DEGAS subsystems are now in operationall DEGAS subsystems are now in operation and are starting to and are starting to 
work together. work together. 

•• What to do with a quantum limited brightness pulsed eWhat to do with a quantum limited brightness pulsed e-- source with ~ source with ~ pApA
average current and energy tunable from few tens of average current and energy tunable from few tens of eVeV to few to few keVkeV ??

•• Near future plans include the characterization of stray electriNear future plans include the characterization of stray electric fields, of the c fields, of the 
electron energy spread, (extraction of the beam and interferenceelectron energy spread, (extraction of the beam and interference experiments).experiments).

•• It could be the injector for scanning electron microscope with It could be the injector for scanning electron microscope with current density on current density on 
target of target of ∼∼1 pA/Angstrom1 pA/Angstrom22 (comparable with existing ones) but with Angstrom (comparable with existing ones) but with Angstrom 
resolution at low energy (achievable nowadays  only at many hundresolution at low energy (achievable nowadays  only at many hundreds reds keVkeV). ). 

(negligible chromatic aberration; spherical aberration correctio(negligible chromatic aberration; spherical aberration correction in axial n in axial 
symmetry using pulsed electromagnetic optics).symmetry using pulsed electromagnetic optics).

•• The full coherence would allow for diffraction experiments simiThe full coherence would allow for diffraction experiments similar with the ones lar with the ones 
done using xdone using x--rays (lens less imaging) but benefiting of the many order of rays (lens less imaging) but benefiting of the many order of 

magnitude higher electron cross section. magnitude higher electron cross section. 


